
A Look into ApexNetwork Franchise



AT APEXNETWORK 

PHYSICAL THERAPY, 

EXCEPTIONAL PATIENT CARE 

IS AT THE CORE OF EVERY 

SUCCESSFUL PRACTICE.

Patients come first. It’s what we all believe. It’s the driving force 
behind our passion and what has helped us become one of 
Entrepreneur magazine’s top franchise picks. So whether you own 
your own practice, or would like to open your own, we invite you 
to explore teaming up with ApexNetwork.

We offer a variety of business models that are designed 
to maximize profitability by providing you with the tools to 
optimize your practice, from billing and collections to employee 
management and retention. 

You may ask, why is an ApexNetwork Franchise the best choice 
in the industry? We are here to support your business, not to run it. 
Every aspect is designed to help you run a more efficient therapy 
practice and deliver the best quality of care to your patients. 

And that is the real bottom line.

OUR  CORE
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Experience the difference. ApexNetwork Physical Therapy 
offers unique business models that are  designed to maximize 
profitability by providing you with the  tools and resources you 
need to optimize your practice. 

Let ApexNetwork be the vehicle that takes you on the path to 
owning your own physical therapy clinic.

BUS INESS 
MODEL S
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SUCCESS STORY

START UP MODEL

We provide the guidance and tools to help you 

open your own physical therapy practice with all 

the benefits of our proven system.

“Although I felt that I had the knowledge and experience to be able to 
manage my own practice, I knew that the challenges and complexity 
of the industry, the billing, the credentialing, EMR systems, Medicare 
requirements, etc. were more than I could successfully handle on my 

own while also running a practice and raising a family. In 2010, I 
opened an ApexNetwork Franchise clinic in Waterloo, Illinois.”

APEXNETWORK WATERLOO, IL



PARTNERSHIP MODEL

By combining the systems, resources, and 

financial support with your clinic, we help you 

create opportunity while reducing risk.

NEW MEXICO REGION

“The franchise route was the best route because I didn’t have to 
make expensive mistakes. Apex’s support with billing, credentialing, 

human resources, marketing and advertising allows me to build a 
network in my region as big or as small as the region can sustain. 
It is completely scalable. Once I was committed to the process, 
everything unfolded as expected, as it should. ApexNetwork 

allows me to the opportunity to bring high quality services to an 
underserved region with a system and a model with a demonstrated 
track record. It then becomes my choice how far I want to take it.”

SUCCESS STORY



CONVERSION MODEL

We build on the reputation that you have built 

and help you take your clinic to the next level 

as an ApexNetwork clinic.

APEXNETWORK LURAY, VA

“After much research of outpatient therapy companies, I came 
across ApexNetwork Physical Therapy. I was interested in a 
company with a good reputation, still growing, but not too 

large that it neglected the importance of quality care. Deciding 
to move forward with ApexNetwork was the best decision I 
could have made in this transition. Everyone I encountered 

during the initial research phase was extremely helpful, 
accessible, and extremely knowledgeable. I quickly found 

out that their values match my own when it comes to offering 
quality care and helping me grow my practice.”

SUCCESS STORY



ACQUISITION MODEL

Looking for an exit strategy from the successful 

clinic you have built? ApexNetwork provides 

an opportunity to sell your clinic.

SUCCESS STORY

EAST FLORIDA REGION

“After twelve years of being a private practice owner and running two 
clinics in South Florida, I thought long and hard about how I wanted to take 

the next step in my career and what company I would want to carry on 
my legacy in my community. ApexNetwork Physical Therapy was the only 
company in my research that resonated with my values of patient-centered 

focus. The acquisition process was well-organized and thorough.  

I have been able to continue working out of the comfort of my original office 
as a Regional Manager, overseeing 4 physical therapy clinics in this county. 

I have been pleased with the systems implemented to help streamline the 
daily operations; the improved tracking mechanisms and excellent corporate 

support are what continues to successfully grow ApexNetwork Physical 
Therapy nationwide. I am proud to leave my legacy with a company that 

lives up to their tagline, ‘to be the best in rehabilitation!”



ApexNetwork Physical Therapy® has been offering quality therapy 

services for nearly 20 years. We have grown from 3 clinics in 1999, 

to over 80 and counting. ApexNetwork specializes in orthopedic 

rehabilitation, sports medicine, workers’ compensation injuries and 

all other facets  of industrial rehabilitation.

WHO WE  ARE
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Two small town guys had a vision to bring upscale, high-quality 
physical therapy to the nearby rural communities. Since our doors first 
opened in 1997, ApexNetwork has evolved into a family of businesses 
offering over 80 outpatient physical therapy clinics throughout Arizona, 
Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Kentucky, Maine, 
Maryland, Missouri, New Mexico, Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin.

The owners of ApexNetwork are committed to keeping a high level of 
health alive in the communities we serve.

HOW I T  A L L 
S TAR TED
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OUTPATIENT PHYSICAL THERAPY IS 
OUR CORE COMPETENCY
Physical Therapy is our core and we know the business intimately. 
We have successfully increased weekly patient visits in practice 
environments over 40% by implementing  our proven business and 
delivery systems.

BRAND STRENGTH
ApexNetwork brings a growing brand strength and recognition 
synonymous with exceptional rehabilitation services. We can enable 
you to better compete with existing providers in your region.

WHY 
APEXNET WORK?

REPUTATION
We have been recognized by Entrepreneur magazine as a top new 
franchise in 2012, Top 500 Franchise in 2012, 2013, 2015, 2016, 
2017, 2018, 2019 and an America’s Most Honored Businesses 2017 - 
Top 10% and 2018 - Top 5% from The American Registry.

COMMUNITY EXPOSURE
We will help you expand  your community and area exposure through 
strategic marketing methods. 

EXPERTISE IN INDUSTRIAL REHAB
We will introduce our trademarked ACOMP® industrial programs  and 
help you grow this segment of your business. Workers’ compensation 
claims generally have higher reimbursement rates and can contribute 
to increased profitability. 

PROFITABILITY
ApexNetwork understands the key performance metrics that drive 
profitability. By offering a streamlined approach to rehabilitation, your 
facility can realize increased  service offerings and profitability.
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80 LOCATIONS
AND GROWING!



ApexNetwork’s tried and tested systems and methodologies 
do not require you to reinvent the wheel. You’ll receive 
ongoing business guidance, access to training programs, 
marketing collateral, employee management tools and manuals, 
credentialing and billing services, just to name a few.

WHAT  WE 
OFFER
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OPERATIONAL

ApexNetwork provides improved patient compliance 

through best scheduling practices, electronic medical 

records and training in our trademarked ACOMP® 

Industrial Rehabilitation system.

DEPARTMENT SPOTLIGHT

“Our goal at ApexNetwork Physical Therapy is to provide the highest 
level of physical therapy services in an upscale environment in 

every market that we enter. As a franchisee, you will have access to 
passionate people who care, that want to you be successful in your 
goals, and help you through any challenges you face as a business 

owner. No longer are you starting at the bottom of the barrel. You are 
coming in as a network participant. Our network allows you to focus 
on building relationships to build a business while providing quality 

care to your patients. In opening an ApexNetwork clinic, you are part 
of a growing brand. As a franchisee, you are taking that and helping 

that grow into something bigger and stronger.”

Jason Baxter ,  DHSc, OTR/L 
DIRECTOR OF FRANCHISE OPERATIONS



BILLING + COLLECTIONS

Apex Billing works for you to maximize reimbursement 

and provide full-scale billing and collections services 

including, credentialing, insurance contract negotiations, 

Medicare and HIPAA compliance, and regulation updates.

DEPARTMENT SPOTLIGHT

Joe Hopkins 
DIRECTOR OF BILLING OPERATIONS

“Apex billing will be at the helm of your onboarding process for all 
aspects related to your EMR system and appointment reminder system. 
In addition, we will spearhead the implementation of your electronic 

clearinghouse and ensure the relationship is established with our third-
party collection agency. Working with our Contracting team, we will 

ensure you are contracted with the insurance companies specific to your 
area. Each month, Apex Billing leads webinars with information related to 
upcoming changes and for reeducation purposes for your front desk staff. 
My team is diligent in the processing of your claims and maintaining your 

accounts to ensure your revenue cycle is in top performing condition.”



“Our team is dedicated to supporting our staff so they can focus 
on what matters most – helping our patients heal as quickly and 

safely as possible. We support our staff by determining what they 
value in a workplace to create and cultivate a work environment 

that attracts and retains top talent. The growth of the ApexNetwork 
brand has allowed our department to expand our knowledge in 

federal and state employment law and to interact with candidates 
and staff across the nation.”

EMPLOYEE 
MANAGEMENT

ApexNetwork will provide state and federal compliance 

policies, as well as procedure manuals, web-based 

human resource support and management systems.

DEPARTMENT SPOTLIGHT

Hannah Romack 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGER



L isa Cordova
MARKETING OPERATIONS 
MANAGER, WESTERN US

MARKETING

ApexNetwork will provide training in 

effective marketing techniques and strategies, 

client relations, as well as organizing, planning, 

and conducting marketing events.
“We are excited to see our brand continue to grow in new markets! 

Our franchisees have been a proven partner in supporting the growth 
of our ApexNetwork presence. We will work collaboratively to guide 

all of our franchisees with ongoing training and communications. 
Additionally, we as a team will stay abreast of the most successful 

marketing initiatives to not only stay at the forefront of the industry but 
pioneer the way. We continue to see successful outcomes with our 
franchise clinics in our quest to become “the best in rehabilitation.” 

DEPARTMENT SPOTLIGHT

Tim Lawson
MARKETING OPERATIONS 
MANAGER, EASTERN US



ADVERTISING

ApexNetwork provides website, social media and SEO 

management. In the ever-changing media world, we stay 

on top of trends and cycles. Graphic design services are 

available for developing distinctive branded materials.

“We are having a lot of fun interacting with our clinics through social 
media postings, photo and video shoots, and advertising projects. By 

learning the uniqueness of each market, we are able to directly cater to 
your advertising needs. The waterfall of talent and creativeness that comes 

from our design team is like no other. From print to everything digital, 
our team is constantly tweaking and adjusting while still maintaining our 

brand. We work hard on the back end to keep our organic reach first 
position on online searches so that your clinic is quick and easy to find for 
your patients. Working hand in hand with the marketing team, we produce 

top-notch marketing materials for use across every market. Our team is 
always open to new and creative ideas.”

DEPARTMENT SPOTLIGHT

Erin Rinderer 
DIRECTOR OF ADVERTISING



We are diverse because our clients are diverse. 
At ApexNetwork Physical Therapy, we offer a breadth of 
therapy services, making it a certainty that we have a solution 
perfectly tailored to you. If a single competency doesn’t seem to 
fit the bill, we will create a formula approach that surely will.

Additional specialty services vary by location, including 
Lymphadema, Aquatic Therapy, Speech Therapy, DorsaVi 
Testing, Balance Testing, Bloof Flow Restriction Therapy, 
Occupational Therapy, Dry Needling, and Pelvic Health. 

CORE 
SERV ICES
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SPORTS REHAB
In the fast-paced world of competitive sports, 
who has time for an injury? ApexNetwork 
Physical Therapy® employs physical therapists 
trained in sports rehabilitation who know 
exactly what to do to give you relief and guide 
you to a quick recovery from any sports-
related injury.

HAND THERAPY
We understand the importance of your hands 
and the relevance of the role that they play 
in your everyday life. That’s why we’ve hired 
experienced certified hand therapists who offer 
thorough rehabilitation services to maximize 
your healing.

BALANCE REHAB
Dizziness, Vertigo and balance issues can truly 
interfere with quality of life. ApexNetwork’s Balance 
program not only identifies but provides a plan 
and treatment to correct the source of the problem. 
Vestibular Rehabilitation and management tools 
include a specialized balance platform and customized 
treatment which sets us apart from the competition.

PHYSICAL THERAPY
Highly skilled therapists are staffed at every 
clinic to provide access to exceptional care and 
recovery. Programs are individualized to address 
personal goals.

INDUSTRIAL REHAB
Built to meet the needs of the workplace,  Apex 
Comprehensive Occupational  Management and 
Prevention® (ACOMP) is a full-spectrum industrial 
strength program that takes a revolutionary approach 
to workers’ compensation claims. We address every  
aspect from prevention to injury resolution.

MANUAL THERAPY
Our therapists are trained in a variety of manual 
therapy techniques that assist with the healing 
process and many of them hold specialty 
certifications in manual therapy.



Franchise Opportunities
ApexNetworkFranchise.com
314-312-0129 
franchise@apexnetworkpt.com

Employment Opportunities
ApexNetworkPT.com/careers
618-441-0480 
hr@apexnetworkpt.com

JO IN  OUR 
NET WORK!
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F R A N C H I S E


